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HYPERFINE STRUCTURE AND NUCLEAR MOMENTS OF BROMINE-82 

Hugh L. Garvin, Thomas M. Green 
Edgar Lipworth, and William A. Nierenberg 

Lawrence H.adiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

March 9, 1959 

ABSTRACT 

The nuclear spin, the magnetic dipole, and the electric quadrupole 

interaction constants have been measured for 35-hr bromine-82 by the 

method of atomic beams. The results are I= 5, I a I= 205.04 ± 0.05 Me, 

jbl = 870.7 ± 0.9 Me, and b/a = -4.246 ± .001. 

The nuclear magnetic and electric quadrupole moments obtained from 

theae values of a ancl b are IIJ.I = 1.6264 ± 0.0005 nm, and 

I Q I = 0. 76 ± 0.03 barn. While only the relative sign of IJ. and Q is determined, 

both IJ. and Q are almost certainly positive. A new methodfor solving the 

interaction Hamiltonian with magnetic field, for arbitrary I and J, by using 

an IBM 650 computer, is described. 
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HYPERFINE STRUCTURE AND NUCLEAR MOMENTS OF BROMINE-132 

Hugh L. Garvin, Thomas M. Green, 
Edcar Lipworth, and W~lliam A. Nierenberc t 

La\rvrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

March 9, 1959 

INTRODUCTION 

::! 

This paper reports the resulta of a measurement by the method of atomic 

beams of the spin and hyperfine..:interaction constants of bromine-82. The 

measured hyperfine constants have been used to calculate the nuclear mag-

netic dipole and electric quadrupole moments of bromine-82. The work 
I 

reported here i.s part of a continuing program whose aim is the determination 

of the nuclear spins and moments of those radioactive halogens amenable to 

study by the method of atomic beams. 

The measurement of the nuclear spins of odd-odd iaotopea is of interest, 

for such spina are not, in general, predictable with certainty by anynuclear 

model. In addition a direct determination of the ground- state spin of a 

radioactive nucleus is useful in checking the spin assignments to ground and 

intermediate states made by the methods of nuclear spectroscopy. A determina-

tion of the mome.nts.of a series of isotopes where one of the nuclear. 

parameters (in this case the charge) is held constant should aid understanding 

of the reasons for the deviations of these quantities from the values predicted 

by different nuclear models. 

, .. ,. 
This work was done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy 

Commiosion and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. 

t At present in the Miller Inotitute for Basic Research in Science, UnivercHy 

of California, Berkeley, California. 
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1. METHOD 

The method employed in this experiment is the atomic-beams ••flop-in" 

technique due to Zacharias. 
1 

This method has been extensively used in 

recent years for the study .of radioactive species and has been adequately 

.d "b d . . . . 1 Z, 3 Th 1 ' f escrt e tn recent revtew arhc es. · e e ectrontc ground state o 

z 
bromine atoms is P 3 /Z' and with this configuration there are two 11 flop-tn•• 

transitions observable at low field, with normal ordering of the hyperfine 

levels. These transitions are labeled a. and ~ in the energy-level ' 

diagram of Fig. 1, and observation of one or both of these transitions at two 

or three known. low magnetic fields is usually sufficient to establish the spin . 
. , . 

A detailed description of the method used to determine the spins of 2
p

3 
'z 

. . I 
ground-state atoms has been given elsewhere 

4 
and need not be reproduced 

here. 

In order to appreciate the method used to determine the hyperfine-

interaction constants it iB neces~;ary to examine the ~-Jamiltonian of the 

interaction between the t;!}ectrcns and nuclt!l~S in the pres~nc-: o.f an external 

magnetic field H. 
. 5 

This !~amiltonian can he written as 

also 

...::> __:. 

(I. J); 1/Z. [F(F + 1)- J(J t 1)- I(I t'l)l 

and 
-~ 

3 (I • 
Qop = 

~ ~ _:,. 

where F = I t J. 

~z ~ . 
J) + 3 I z (I . J) - l(I + 1) J(J + :1) . 

Z I(ZI - 1) J(ZJ - 1) 

( 1) 

The above Hamiltonian does not include octupole and higher-order inter-

actions or any terms due to .nuclear structure effects, and it also preauppos 
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negligible perturbation by the upper state of the fine structure ( 
2

P l/2 ) and 

negligible configuration interaction. Here a and b are respectively the 

nuclear-magnetic -dipole and electric -quadrupole interaction constants. 

The effective electronic and nuclear magnetic moments have been defined 
...> ~ 

as + gJ fA. 
0 

J and + g1 ~0 I respectively. With this notation, and with the 

fact taken into account that the valence-electronic configuration is 4p
5 

(i.e. , closed shell minus one), the constants a and b are related to 

the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio g
1 

and nuclear quadrupole moment Q 

6 7 
by the expressions ' 

2 
v.o :j. 2L (L + 1) 

(1/r
3> , a = - gl'-' 

h J (J + 1) 
(2a) 

2 -e. 
2L (1/r~. ·b = Q 6{ 

,•h 2L + 3 
{2b) 

r.:r ere ..c_f, and 4l are relativistic correction factors; for bromineJ = ( 1.0261) 

8 
and IR = (1. 0535 ). The nuclear gyromagnetic ratio g

1 
is related to the nuclear 

moment ~ by g
1 

= U + , ~being expressed in nuclear magnetons; m and 

M are the electron and proton mass respectively; other symbols have their 

common meaning6. 

In order to d1~termine lJ. and Q it is necessary to determine a, b, and 

(l/r
3
) ; a and b can be expressed in terms of the zero-field hfs separations 

by solving the Hamiltonian ( 1) with H set equal to zero. 

For bromine-82, I = 5, 9 and we have 

tJ. v ( 13/ 2, 1 1 /2) = ( 1 3 / 2 )a + ~ b, 

tJ.v(ll/2, 9/2) = (lliZ)a- ~; 
(3) 

(l/r
3
) can be obtained from the known moments of the 6table isotopeo. 
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When one is dealing with a stable isotopic species it may well be that 

some information is available from optical spectroscopy. on the magnitudes 

of the zero-field hfs splittings, and it may be feasible to make an immediate 

search for the & = :± 1 transitions. Unfortunately, this is rarely possible 

for short-lived radioactive isotopes, where the paucity of material is an 

additional complication. The procedure adopted here to determine a and b 

is as follows: 

A search is made for the two flop-in transitions a. and ~ at a field 

high enough so that an appreciable shift of the resonance centero from the 

linear prediction is induced, but low enough that the search problem is 

manageable. A perturbation solution of the Hamiltonian (1) is made to 

second or third order and approximate values of the constants a and b 

are calculated. These values of a and b arc used to predict the positions 

of the two resonances at a higher field, where the deviations of the levels 

from linearity are larger still. Once the ref'Jonances have been observed at 

the new field more precise values of a and b can be -: stimated and the 

procedure continued. Obviously some judgment must b~ exercised in the 

choice of the field increment. One would like to make as large a step as 

possible, but the size of the step must depend on tne precision with which 

the new resonance positions can be calculated. Thus the uncertainties in a 

and b at· any point in the series, together with the resulting search problem, 

determine the size of the step that can be made. After a certain point the 

perturbation solution becomes inadequate and an exact solution of the Hamiltonia 

becomes necessary. An IBM-650 digital computer has been programmed in 

two ways to facilitate the calculation of a and b. (The programs are des

cribed in some detail in the Appen.dix. ) The first program calculates the 

transition frequency between an arbitrary pair of levels as a function of the 

magnetic field H, given the values of a and b. The second program calculates 
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bcGt value of a and b from any given set of resonance data. These 

programs have enormously reduced the amount o£ labor involved in obtain-

ing more and more precirJe values of a and b. It should be emphasi-.ed at 

this point that the second .of the above programs is. not restricted by any 

particular set of levels. .Any and all transitions whether they be .6F = 0 

or AF = ± 1 ("'·hether they obey first-order selection rules or not!), can 

be fitted into the progrB.m to contribute their ~uota to knowledge of the hyper-

fine constants. Provision is made for feeding in uncertainties arising from 

the finite width of the resonance, and the uncertainty in the magnetic field. 

The second routine may also be used for the determination of the absolute 

sign of a and thus of the nuclear moment. As is explained in detail in the 

Appendix, the term in g
1 

in the Hamiltunian enters :1 s a small adcl.iti ve 

correction to the observed fre ~uencies c:nd fields. Initially g
1 

is assumed 

zero, but when a rea.sor.<lbly precise value of a has been found gl is computed 

by using Eq. (2a), and the moments and a values of the stable isotope. 1his 

value of g 1 is then included in the calculation and the calculc_ticm iterated until 

c onai atency is obtained. Two sets of input data are prepared, one ··.vitb g
1 

taken positive, tht:' other with g
1 

taken neg,ative. The routine makes ;:). least-

sq_uares fit to the data for both signs of g
1 

and ·cornparea the fit by the 
l. 

X test 

of significance. An accept;:;ble fit is obtained only for the correctly chosen 

sign of g1 if observations have extended to sufficiently high fields and rc solution 

is adequate. 

1 he energ;•-levc.:l diagram oi Fig. 1 is an exC1ct solution of the Hamiltonian 

(1) by the first routine, fur a value of b/a differing but slightly from the final 

result. The contribution from the ter:-n in g
1 

hns been neglected in the plotting. 

When a CJnJ b &re known with sufficient precision a search can be made 

for the direct hyperfine transitions. In this experiment direct transitions between 
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both of the upper pairs of hyperfine levele have been observed. There is 

no observable flop-in traneition between the lower pair of hyperfine leveh. 

2. SAMPLE PREPARA,TION 

'I'he active material was obtained from Oak Rldge National Laboratory in 

units of 1.2 grams of KBr powder, each contaip.ing approximately 100 mC of 

bromine- 8l. The atomic beam required for this experiment was obtained by 

dissociating a mixture of natural c.nd active bromine in a discharge tube, and 

the sample wae prepared by using the gla.ss ayt"Jtem illustrated in Fig. Z. 

E'E.ch of the four vessels was surrounded by a close-fitting 2-inch-thidt lead 

shield, and the whole assembly was mounted inside a gloved box. The KBr 

powder was mixed with a predt'!termined amount of natural KBr (approximately 

1.2 grams) to produce a convenient specific activity in the sample, and gently 
• 

heated in the reaction vessel with manganese· dioxide and concentrated 

sulphuric acid; the liberated bromine was carrieJ. over to the first cold trap 

• 
by a alow stream of helium gas. Vl;hen the rea.ction was complete the system 

to the right of the reaction vessel was evacuated and closed off and the bromine 

distilled, first to the flask containing P 20 5 to remove water, and then to the 

diocharge -tube via.L A colorless liquid, thought to be sulphur dioxlde, 

occasionally accompanied the bromin ~; this was removed quite effeCtively once 

the sample was attached to the discharge tube by cooling the vial with dry ice 

and pumping. The active beam was collectedupon brass buttone coated with 

freshly evaporated silver. The buttons were_.subsequently counted in small

volume continuous-flow methane beta counters. 
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3. APPARATUS 

.., . 
A'J described elae\~~here, the present apparatus differs in many 

constructional details from the more conventional atomic-beams apparatus. 

In particular, the A, B, and C magneu arc mounted externally to the v:t.cuum 

system, and it ia \vorth pointing out here that the external mounting of the C 

magnet enables one to control the renonance line 'vidth at will. One pole 

piece oi the C magnet can be rotated \vith respect to the other or can be removed 

entirely. When the pole pieces .:1rc accurately lined up one with the other, 

the line width cf the cesium resonance ig approxirr..atcly 100 kc at lov• fields 

and rises to 0.5 Me at a field of 1500 gauas. 'with one pole piece removed 

the width is approximately 0. 5 Me up to fields of 50 gauss or so. Above 50 

gaustJ the width can be as large as Qeveral megacycles, and widths intermediate 

between these extremes can be re<tlized by appropriate adjustmel"lt of the pole 

pieces. This 2roviaion has been nwst useful in reducing the difficulties of a 

high-field or high-frequency resonance search. The search is made "vith a 

broad line, and when a signal is observed the line is narrowed down and a 

detailed re90nance curve traced out. 

The rf equipment for a given ircquency band consisted of t\vo signal 

generators, a coaxial switching circuit, and a Hewlett-Packard 524 B frequency 

counter and its aseodc..ted equipment. One oscillator was set on the cesium 

remonance fresuency, the other on the bromine resonance frequency, and the 

r£ loop could be rapidly switched bet'.vcen the two oacillatoro. At frequencies 

below 500 Me a General Radio type 805C oscillator and Hewlett-Packard type 

6081·. oocillator were ernployed to observe bro1nine resonances; the output of 

the latter oocillator \vas amplified by a H.- P. type 4601\ wide-band amplifier. 

/'.t f:rec;ucncieo above 500 Me a H. -P. Type 612 signal generator followed by 

a trnveling- wave tube umplificll" p:rovidcd the r£ power. The output of the 

traveling-wave tube contained a conoidcrable aecond harmonic component. and 
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above 1200 Me conciderable power at the second harmonic frequency could 

be tuned into the loop by stubs. At a later otage an Airborne Instruments 

power oscillator (Type 124C) was used exclusively to observe high-frequency 

resonances'. The rf could be monitored continuously and was held constant 

to a small fraction of a resonance line width. 

The C field was calibrated by observing the flop-in resonance in a beam 

of cesium atoms. Adjustment of the C field was made immediately before a 

button was exposed and was verified at the conclusion of an exposure. If any 

observable drift of the C field wafiJ noted (a rare occurrence) the button was 

discarded and a new exposure made. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The initial exposures were made in the linear Z.eeman region to deter-

mine the spin. The spin has previously been reported as 5. 9 Both the Q 

and (3 resonances were observed at five different values of magnetic field 

up to 417.4 gauss. Figure 3 shows an a resonance observed at a iield of 
a 

8 3. 83 gauss ( vC 
6 

= 30 Me:) and Fig. 4/ ~ re eonance observed at a field of 

16~1.03 gauss ("'Cs = 60 Me). All the resonances observed are consistent with 

an assignment of 5 for the nuclear spin of bromine 82. 9 In a typical run, for 

a 1 0-minute. button exposure the full bearn counting rate was 2500 cpm, the 

resonance heights approximately 35 cpm, and the apparatus background 

(i.e., the button- counting rate 'l.vith the .A and B fields t;witched on and the 

stOp\vire ins.crted into the path of the beam) v .. as 10 cpm. The dissociation 

efficiency of U1e discharge was in a typical instance - 801o. '1 he a and P 

resonance u observed at and below -417.4 gaus a permitted calculation of the 

constants a and b wit.i-t sufficient accuracy so that a search for the direct 

hyperfinc trnnc.ition:> could be a.ttempted. The searches \vere made with a 

broad line which was na;:rowed dov,.n once ;a resonance had been spotted. 
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Figure 5 shows the ~MF = 0 resonance between the upper pair of hyper-

fine states at a field of 56.3 gauss {vCs = 20 Me). The line is a little broader 

than expected from measurements of the cesium resonance line width, 

probably because the resonance was observed. in the fringing field o! an rf loop 

deeigned for observation of .D.MF = ± 1 transitions. 

Figure 6 exhibits .D.MF = ± 1 resonances. ;between the two hyperfine states 

F = 11/2., F = 9/2 at a field of 0.95 gauss ("Cs = 0.3 Me). The line is broad 

because there are 17 possible 6MF = ± 1 transitions between these two 

hyperfine states, all coincident at zero field but partially resolved at 0.95 gauss. 

In order to increase the precisi~n of measurement of the F = 11/2 - F = 9/2 

interval, one of these resonances- -the F = 11/2, M F = -7/2 - F = 9/2, 

MF = -5/2 transition- -was followed to fields high enough so that it became 

completely resolved.from its partners, the measured gF value being used for 

poeiti. ve identification. The resonance F = 11/2, MF = -5/2 - F = 9/ 2., 

MF = -5/2 baa also been observed at a field of Z8.37 gauss (vC
8 

= 10 Me). 

The ire:,uencies and !ields of.all transitions that have been observed in bromine-82 

are given in Table I together with the uncertainties assigned to the positions 

of the resonance centers. The uncertainties have been computed by assigning 

. an uncertainty of one third the resonan'ce width at hal! maximum to both the 

bromine and cesiu.m resonances and compounding these errors by using Eq. 18 

of the Appendi<;e •. 

) 
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Table I 
; : ''t· *'' t' ::::::: :a::::,e : ;zc 1 4' 1i':ti"'..:OZ::::0=0:::4=::nll:ltl t1:!:1m::l1 :::ct:o:=:::::z:==>m:::=•ct:z:tr=z::u=::zc~ 

Observed resonances in BrBl 

Resonance Resor1ance Cesium Magnetic Compounded Weighti 
type frequency frequency Held uncertainty factor 

(Me) (Me) (gauss) (Me) {w) 

Q 1.25 1 .2.86 .06 259 

Q 6.26 5 14.24 .06 251 

~ 3.54- s 14.24 .05 340 

Q 12.81 10 28.37 .07 192 

~ 7.19 10 28.37 .05 474 

a. 6. 31 5 14.24 .06 325 

a 41. 13 30 83.83 .11 83 

~ 22.15 30 83.83 .08 163 

Q 90.30 60 164.02 ' .24 18 

Q 90.25 60 164.02 .11 81 

t3 173.05 164 417.38 .52 3.6 

(3 173.05 164 417.38 .66 2.3 

Q 304.70 164 4 i7. 38 .4 3 5.6 

~ 46.95 60 164.02 .07 224 

(13/4 -9/l)-(ll/2, -9/Zl 7 27.50 20 56 • .31 .21 22. 

(1!/2, .. ·;,lz )""-t9 /z ... 5/2) 1281.50 2. .5.'71 .18 57 

(ll/2, -7/!.. )-~12. -· 5/2) 1273.10 5 14.24 .16 41 

II 1281.60 2 5. 71 .14 72 

If 1281.60 2 5. 71 .10 100 

II 1273.03 5 14.24 .10 110 

(11/2,- 5/l)·-(9/?..,- 5/2) 1265.91 10 28.37 .10 100 

----------~--·----~---· ------------ ...,._,,.,.,.. ..... --
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Ao explained in the Appendix, the hyperfine constants were evaluated 

by uoin3 an IBM digital computer. The machine calculation gives 

a= Z05.04 ± .01 Me, b =- 870.66 ± .18 Me. 

In order to allow for unkno\vn syotematic oourceo of error that might be 

preaent, we adopt the values 

a= 205.04± .05 Me, b = -870.7± .9 Me. 

The values of x2 
v.rith gi ai'Jaurned poaitive and negative are 

z 
X (gi >0) = 3.5, 

z 
X (o;1 <0) = 6.4. 

l. 
In theory the value of X. for the correct choice of sign of g

1 
ahould be 

equal to the number of oboervationo, minuG two- -L e, nineteen- -for about 

50% probability of btHng correct. 
z 

The omall valuelil of X above result from 

our unwlllinaneoa, in the absence of a theory of the resonance line shape, 

to oplit the resonance lineo by more than a factor of three, despite the fact 

that purely otatiotical argumentn sutmeat that thio would be jumtified (see Sec. 6 ). 

A value of g
1

(Br) = - 1.3338 ± .0003, obtained from the measurements by King 

and Jaccarino on otable bromine, hao been uoed in the data reduction. 
10 

The 

effect of the· uncer~ainty in gJ upon the final values of a and b wao obtained 

by reducing tho data with a slightly different value of gJ" The effect on the 

uncertainty in a and b io ncc;Hciblc. 

In order to check the interna.l conoiotency of the data the a. and ~ 

x·coonanccD ( ~F = 0, ~m = ::!: 1) and th.::J D.F = ± l resonances were run 

separately through the IEH•;-1 p:rog:rcam. The results are: 
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Resonance group a b 

(Me) (Me) 

All a., ~ 205.28 * .31 -871.63 ± 1.98 

All 6F = ± 1 205. 038 ± .007 -870.66 ± .18 

The uncertainties quoted are those resulting directly from the calculation; 

gi has been assumed positive. The internal consistency of the data is 

well dernonot!'ated. 

No rneai!Jurement appears to have been made of the magnetic inter-

action constant a 1; 2 in the P 1/Z state of stable bromine. It is therefore 

difficult to say with certainty what the effect of configuration interaction 

is upon the present measurement of a
312 

in Br82 . The effect, however. 

io probably quite amal.l, and has not been included as a correction. In 

addition, corrections to a 3 /1. due to the finite size of the nuclear·charge 

diatribution 
11 

and magnetic-moment distribution 
12 

are negligible for atomo 

in pure 
2
Pl/Z ground states and can be neglected. Perturbations of the 

2
Pl/l 

ground atate by admixture of the 
2

P 1/1. l'tate do not affect the results signi

ficantly to the accuracy stated here. In any event, these conslderationD do 

not affect the value of ~I for Br82 obt-ained b~low. 

6. MAGNETIC MOMENT 

We have, from Eq. (Z), 

82 sz 8 
a

312
(Br ) 1.1. I 

= (4) 
8 -~~- ·:-gr 

a 3 ; 2(Br ) 1.1. I 

8 8 
where 1.1. lo the nuclear magnetic moment and I the nuclear spin of the 

Btable bromine lootope Br
9

• Using the results., of King and Jaccarlno
10 

for 

79 81 the a 3; 2 value!l of Br and Br , together with the nuclear momento of 
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1 3 
the same isotopes .:-neasureJ by v\alchli, we find for both compariaon 

isotopes 

.. 82 -- A 1.6264 ) (B 79 
,.. :t: (5 nuclear magnetons r ), 

82 
A 16'6 () 1 (Br 81 ). p = :t: • 2. 4 4 nuc ear magnetons 

The difference between the two values of x 2 
listed ;:,bovc is not sufficient 

. ~2 

to permit a definite statement a a to the sign of the magnetic moment of Br u • 

;:> 
However, if the weighting factors w. entering into the calculation of x-

1 

(sec Appendix II, Eq. (17)) are increased by a factor of 6, then 

2 2 
X (g1 > 0) = 21 and JL (g1 < 0) = 38.5. 1his is equivalent to splitting the 

-
resonance lines by the factor 3"6 = 7. 3 instead of 3. The corresponding 

values of X 
2 

indicate that it is 30 times as probable that g
1 

is positive 

rather than 'negative. Ho,\·ever, for the reason stated in Sec. 5, we prefer 

not to rely heavily upon this statistical argument. Figure 7 shows a plot, 

for the a. and 13 resonances, to the difference between the observed and 

calculated resonance frequencies with g1 taken positive and negative, to

gether with the experimental uncertainties obtained by splitting the 

resonance lines by a factor 3. Ouite clearly the sign of g1 is not unam

biguously determined. V•hile a measurement of the sign must await 

improvement of the C-field magnet.- there .are two reasons for believing 

that the sign is positive: 

(a) The magnetic moment of Rb
82 

has bee~ measured to be+ 1.50 nm.
15 

87 82 
The spin of Rb •· is 5, the same as Br , and one might expect nuclei 

differing by pair a of neutrons and protons to have comparable magnetic 

moments. 

. 82 . . 
(b) 1 he magnetic moment calculated for Br on the bas1s of a s1mple 

jj cou;1ling model is positive. The magnetic moment of an odd.-odd nucleus, 

based on a single-particle der.cription, ie given by the expreosion 16 
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(5) 

where g and g are the g factors of the odd neutron and proton, j and j p n . , . p n 

are the proton and neutron angular momenta, and I the. nuclear a pin. If 

the mean o£ the nuclear moments of Br 79 . and Br81 (2..188 nm) and the 

observed opino of 3/2 ara used to def'ine an eHective g for the proton 
' p . 

part of thc.'l core of Br82, v1e find g = 1.459. An effective g for the 
p n 

neutron part of the core ca.n be obtained from the known spina and 

moments of the neighboring odd-A od.d-N nuclei 34se~;. 36 se!~ and 

83 
36~cr 47

. By setting I== 5 and making uae of Eq. (5), the following reet..'!.lto 

are obtained. 

!Got ope Spin Configuration 
0 ., 

· · (Bru .... ) 
tJ. ( obs 

nm1 

.. 77 1/ l. 1.068 6.42 1.63 ~e p1/2 

Se79 7/Z 
7 . 

(g9/2) 7/2 -.291 1.17 

.Kr 83 
9/?.. - -.215 0.18 g9/2 

8, . 
It is thue likely that the neutron part of Br ... doea not couple to J = 9/2; 

coupling to J :: 7/2 is a pooaibility. With the assignment (g
9

/ 2 )
7 

7/Z' 

Nordheim 'o weak rule 
17 

applies and predicts for Br
82 

G nuclear spin of 

5 or leon. It i::;; significant that for all reasonable choiceG of the neutron 

configuration the calculated magnetic moment is pooitive, and it io this 

that lends v-eight to the conclur;ion of the previous paragraph--i.e. that 1-.l 

is positive. 

_>_ 
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7. QUADRUPOLE MOMENT 

The unco;:rcctcd quadrupole moment Qe can be calculated bor .. , Eq. (2} 

Section I. We find 

m 
1\A 

I ) /p-') 
~-· (c<-

b -a 

I t d i th d 1 Of a for the '"table i"'otonc» .. lO Br79 and n ro uc ng a maaaure va ueo w "' r-"' 

81 13 Br , and the value a of 1-'- listed by Walchli, we find in both caGes 

Q = 0. 730 barn. In order to obtain the true nuclear quadrupole moment exp 

Qt a correction factor C such tha~ Qt = C~ is tntroduced. This factor, 

first introduced by Sternheimer, allows for the changed interaction of the 

valence electron with the inner core of electrons in the presence of the 

polariz.ing field due be the nuclear quadrupole moment. The conotant C 

18 has been calculated for bromine by Sternheimer bmit with the neglect 

of certain antishielQ.ing correctiona. 19 C h 1.040, but in view of the 

uncertainty associated with the exact value of C we have chooen to aooign 

an uncertainty to Qt equal to the value of the correction itself. Thus 

8l . 
Qt (Br ) = 0. 76 :t: .03 barn. 

If 1-'- ia positive, the sign o! the quadrupole moment is aloo pouitive. 

Q can be calculate·d-by an alternative procedure by making use of the 

!ine-atructure meparation 6 to obtains value, of Q/r3); 6 h ralatS!ld to 

(l/r 3 )by the expreooion
20 

. _ _ 

2 
~-'-o 

6= ~ zf (ZL + 1) H < ~ ). 
r 

{6) 

(7) 

Here 6 h 368 5 em- 1, zt' is the effective value of th0 nuclear charge, nnd ·r: ( z
1

) 

. 8 -
h a relativhtic correction factor tabulated by Kopfermann. Bnrnem and Smith 

have ahown z1 = Z- n appro.:dmately, n being the radial quantum number of th0 
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21 valence electron. For bromine n • 4 and z1 c 31, and the valu.s of 

0€' obtained by using (t/r3 ) from Eq. (7) ia 0.69 barno and the corrected 

quadrupole moment Qt til: 0. 72 barn. The uncertninty in thh value o£ Qt 

arioes both from the uncertainty in z1 a.nd the uncertainty in tho Stern.hcimer 

correction. An examination of the reuults of Barnes and Smith and. a 

·. zz compariaon with some similar calculationa by Koster indicates that z1 

h probably known to about 5'7~ Tbua we. have finally Qt = 0. 72 ± 0.06 barn. 

The agreement between theee two methods of calculation is satisfactory. 

8. HYPER.FINE SEPARATIONS 

The hyperfine eeparatione in Br82 are easily calculated from Eq. (3). 

The results are 

A v (-13/ 2, 11/ l) • 766.82 :h • 60 Me. 

Av (11/Z, 9/2) • 1287.32 lf: .43.Mc. 

Av (9/l., 7/Z) • 1488.6 :t: 1.1 Me .. 

The authors ~·h to thank Mr .• Larry Cohen for much help_~ith the 

taking of data and Mr. Douglas MacDonald, who coordinated the machine 

shop work. The Health Chemhtry Division and the Chemhtry iApartment 

at Lawrence Radiation Laboratory gave invaluable assilstance and advice 

during the performance of this work. 
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APPENDIX 

I. IBM Program for Calculation o£ Transition Frequencies £or Given 

a and b Valutao 

A a noted in the text, h~o IBM 6 50 routines have been used in this 

work. The first computeu l~e eigerwalueGJ of the Hnmiltonian !or the 

hyperfine atr~ture in a mlll.$netic field au a function of the field. Dipole 

and quadrupola termo are the only interaction termo included. and it is 

a~aoumed thae con!igura;tion perturhationu of the electronic atatee are 

abStiUit. 1he anowers are preoented in dimCDnoionleos form ao a table of 

dimenslonleoa frequenciea vereua p, thea dimonsionleoo field, otartlng 

from p • 0 to an indefinite value of p .. The incr.emente of p can be 

chooe-n at will. 1"be input information io I, the 111pin of the nucleua; J, 

the Wectronlc an1ular momentUD'l; F 1, M 1, F z• Mz; the totnl angular 

momenta aad ma~netic quantum numbere of the two levels involved; ~ • 

. the ratio o£ the quadrupole to dipol<a interaction constant&; and Ap, the 

incremer1t in p. The output is the dimenmionleaHII frcaqu®ncy v, this 

frequency divided by p, tho two term valu~o. ac.d tho dorlvative of the 

frequency with respect to p. 

The Hamiltonian can be written 

-X ..;.:j,· 

:;eiJijiJ.f t: 
~-" -lo.~ . 

[ 3 (I . J )2 + 3 I z (I • J). I (I + 1) J (J + 1 )] ttlz:r- n=:h'zr-1r 

(lit) 

Thh Hamiltonian h in unite of a, which is ihlelf in units of frequency and 
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If the energi~s of .Eq. (8). neglecting the terrn in 8r are XFM then the 

true energieg (including the nuclear term) are X'FM' where 

iz f-LoH 
X'FM a XFM- ha M. 

If X 
1 

io the term value for Level 1 and x 2 that for Level Z of the routine, 

then 

where v is the frequency computed by the routine that neglectrr. 'the · 

contribution from gr and v' the true frequency. 

(9) 

The matrix elemental employed by the routine are taken from Condon 

and Shortley. They are 

(FM jt· J I FM) a 1/1. { F(F + 1) - I(l + 1) - J (J + 1) } :a a . 
• p 

(FM I Quadrupole operator IFM) = b . 
p 

(FM I J z I FM) D F(F+~)F(i11}1)- 1(1+1) • M ::~ c p' 

( 1 0) 

(FM 1 Jz 1 F+l, M)z :a (F+I-I+J) (F+l+I-J) (I+J+2.+F) (I+J-F) (F+l-M) (F+I'.l+MJ ad . 
. . 16 (F+l)l (ZF+l) (lF+3) p 

-· 

The diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian are A a a + b ' + p c • and thea 
. p p p . p 

oquarca of the elomentG one o£! the diaaonal (the only nonvaniti.lhlng dnes,) are 

2 oqual t.o p dp. No others e1dst. 

The term p a 1 for the dinaonal elemonta corrooponda to the loweot JJ 

vnlu0 for the givon M m~ubmatrix; p = 1 for th.Q off-dio.eon.al olcmcrnto 

corrooponda to the low<aot row of the mntrbt. nnd the neat to th121 lnot cohi'.m.n. 

It ia underotood that th0 loweot row io o.ssigned tho lo,veot: F vaf,us. Let 

I ~iII ba the submatlri::t to be oohrcd. Then we require the·· solution of the 

secular Qete:zrminant 
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D= II H - xi II = o . (11) 

wll.ere x
1 

are the eiganvalueu-. 

Lat o
1 

be the 1 X 1 det~rmin.ant consisting of the lower righ.t-hand corner 

of the matrix, D
2 

be the 2 X 2 determinant that includeo the two lowemt 

diagon&l clementm and aseoc:ie.ted off-diagonal element, ~tc. The ,.eth 

determinant constructed in thio way is given by the recuruion relation 

where o0 = 1, o_ 1 m: 0. 

Thh may be differentiated with reapect to X, givin&l 

8D SD_l 2 
-• (A l - X) __E_:_!_ - p d . l a x p- __,lrx- p-

8D ., ,.r- D 1" p-

(1 Z) 

(13) 

By recurring both relations together to the value p • n, the matrix dbneniJion, 
• 

Newton 1s method can be used to obtain a root. 

The increment in X is !iiven by 

Other derivatives m.ay be eaoily found. For example, 

DD 8D 
1 p= (A 

1 
-X) 

P p- a?. 
DD 

+ c D 2d + p-z 
p p-1 - P P a P - lpd• D p-1 p-Z 

Thlli derivation io uroe!ul for estimating erroro caua~&d by the \mcertainty 

(14) 

(15) 

in the field. The advantage of thh method of decompolllition io that it can 

be pell"formGd rapidly by the computer. They are one-dlinJ.HUJional recursion 

formulae that are madG to terminate at d a 0. 1he routine ia an open 
p 

routine independent of the mntrix dim0naion. One of t!~0 major problerno 

ie that of root idontific~tion. Howav<l))r, only one root io required from .a 

given ot.abmntwbt alild tbe woot h liilaolly idcn.tU'i<r,d nt p :1J 0. By lDc:::rsmonUUlg. 

p .. using the pll'evious root llEJ m. trial root, tha eigenvalue ls followed 



ad:labatically with p. The M nonci.~ossing ll'cle prevents the failure of" NeMon°s 

method caused by doubled roots. Thewe a:~ra accidental degenerra.des 

between M levels for p = 0 for certain cl!'itical t values, but iliey can be 

easily treated. 

U. IBM Program !or Calculation of Best Values of a and b !rom 

Exparimental Data. 

The oscond routine tak<u oeto of observational data in th<a form of 

magnetic fieldtJ a.nd frcquanciee lor arbitrary hyperfine trmnaitiot!lG for 

g ivon but arbitruy 1 and J, and r~ducec ihe data by means of a lcaat- squaras 

fit to yield the magnetic dipole mnd electric quadrupole conota.nte a and 

b. It yields the errorm in a and b (b.a and Ab) and the x. 2 for the 

optimum lit iU well a~ the be~at-fittlng term valueB !or each observational 

point. Thia routi.ne operatee with true magnetic !i.aldo and frequencie~, 

and in order to app!reciate the meiliods ol solution employed it is necessall'y 

to write!! the Hamiltonialll (1) in dimenaion.al form. 

~ ~ /'\. ~O.HOl> a J 
ze ::: al • ~J + b Qo~ + (-gJ ~ gl) h z- gi 

We hav0 

JJ.oHobe 
ii F. z 

de~ern~J.nants to bo solved at>e the same as those of .Appeo~ I subject to the 
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~ (fi - i i l 
N = L x 1 + x z> 

l 

be a minimum. Tha i sum io over thG data mtl3to. N, of course, is equal 

to X z, f hi the obaorved canter frequency of th~ ..!_th resonance, and the 

st&tlstlco.l weight w1 h given by 

w = i 

i where A! is some fraction of the width of the observed line, 6H is the 

(17) 

(18) 

Df1 
uncertainty in the magnetic field, and ,-:g- can be estimated from the 

first routine. 

.23 
The method of finding the minimum of N ha.o been demcribed elsewhere 

and io only briefly deecribed h~re. 

The following linear equations in 6a and 6b are met up: 

(19) 

where the. dedvative!lll are treated as constants and calculated for the 

al :0.:: a - oa, 
b 1 = h -. ob. 

and the p;rocesa is it'er:ated. The variances in a: and b are given by 
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whe-re A ia the determinant of Eq.. (19). ·For our purposes the usual 

factor hae been omitted., 

z 
_2l_ 
n-m 

In order to calculate x 1 and x 2 it is necessary to solve the determinant, 
. 

Eq. (11). R.ecurulon relationfi between the various subdeterminants D , 
p 

D 1• etc. ar~ set up. Typical relatione .are 
p-

D = (A - X) D 1 - E l D ., , 
p p p.. p- p-'" 

a D ao an 2 
~ = (A - X) -1~-1 - E G; p • p-1 

80 8D e-1 an · 
af llll (A - X) E ~~z p Ba p-1 

- D 1 p- ' 

+ a D 1 ' p p-

and the other& required are easily found. The recursion relations are 

(lO) 

repeated n times and each eguation (except the first) has terms dep<anding 

upon some previous one, eo tho.t the recur-sion process is employed on all 

simultaneously. The root a of DN (a, b, x) = 0 are the eigenvalues o£ the 

Hc;,mUtonia.n and they are found by uelng Newton's method. 

The correction to x, ox is given by 

D 
n 

and the new x ia :;c- Clx. When the root and all derivative a of the type o£ 

Eq. (2.0) h.ave be~:n fc;; .. ~ld, th~ dozrivntiveo of the typG 

& 2x a 2x 
8o:eo -:-T Sa 

are ca.lcttf.ated., t;t\d it is these 1:h.at are u.sed in setting up Eq. (19). 

(21) 
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FIGURE LEGENDS. 

Fig. 1. Hype>dine- structure lev(2lo of bromine- 82 ao n function of magnetic 

field, calculated by uoin!J nn 1Bl,1 6 50 computer and the pA"ogram described 

in the te::t, The val'ue of b/ a used io 
~ H 

unitB of gJ ~ . ua 

4.2.4. The macnetic field (\) ie in 

Fla. Z. Glnoownre uaed in the extraction of bromine from pile-activated 

.KBr. 

Fig. 3. A 5(e) reoonance (13/2, -9/2) - (13/2, •ll/2) obcnerved at a 

field of 83.83 gauoa. Note the o\matantial ahift of the resonance center 

from the linear Zeeman prediction. 

Fig. 4. A 5(1}) reoonance (11/2., -7/2)- (11/2, -9/2). observed at a 

magnetic fiold of 164.02 gauoo. 

Fig. 5. The transitibn (13/2, -9/2)- (11/Z, -9/2) between the uppl2lr 

pair of hyperfine levels observed at a field of 56.31 gnuao. 

FltJ. 6. Su.perpooitlbn of lUnF a ± 1 tranmitiona oboorved between the F t:: i i/2 

and F ~ 9/2 hyperflne Uevelo. Tho reaonance ohown ia a oupell'position 

of 17 partially rocolv~d tranoitiono. lndividu.-:11 reoonancec woro resolved 

at bighsrr fields. 

Fig. 7. A plot, for the o. .and ~ reoonance "· of tho di!forence between the 

obser>•ved lrl.'equ~ncioB a.nd the calculated frequencieo, th!!J laUen' calculated 

v1.rH.h the best-fitting vah1ea of a and b. The two CUl"ves e.t•ta these 

diffeJ?ence fi1 wiili s1 assumed pooitivc and negative rcopectivoly. The 

horizontal ba!;"S are tine snperiml.!)ntal uncertalntieo, The hot"izontel 

&cC\19 i&J in order of increasing resonD..ncc frequency. It wUl be noted 

tha.t thou.~ U1o C'.l.rve foli" s1_ > 0 lies nlwnym yv-Hh.in the expe~rimental 

ll:rnH.s, the curvo ~vith g1 < 0 doQ.a not lie oufficiently far ou.tside these 

limitg to we.rrant n deHnHe et.a.&emcut as to the sign of the t"lu.dear. rnomerrt 
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